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Dear Judge Sullivan:

As an initial matter, I apologize for the confusion that I created due to my
misunderstanding and misuse of the phrase "whistleblower status" at the January 14th hearing
deeply regret the drain on the court's resources and loss of credibility in the court"s eyes.

I unfortunately must write to clarify a second representation that I made during the
January 14th hearing. At that hearing, I stated that the government had contacted the government
employees, and that the government employees "prefer their identities to be known and that
essentially they want their story to be made public." In reliance on that representation, you stated
in your orders of January 14, January 16 and January 21, that the government had contacted the
government employees, and that they did not object to their identities being revealed.

I based that representation on the following set of facts. After the first publication of the
redacted Joy complaint on or about December 22, 2008, I and Principal Deputy Morris had
several conversations with the FBI Anchorage office management in which they described the
negative impact that the Joy complaint was having on the office, and inquired when DOJ would
respond publicly to the allegations. Moreover, as the court is well aware, the Joy complaint
focuses on allegations of misconduct committed by Special Agent Mary Beth Kepner. Special
Agent Kepner has expressed her desire to have her name public and more importantly to release
any and all information related to the allegations against her.

During the week of January 5, 2009, pursuant to the protective order, Principal Deputy
Morris and I instructed Washington, DC based special agents to interview FBI Anchorage
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personnel who had been named in the Joy complaint as having personal knowledge of the alleged
misconduct of Special Agent Kepner. We instructed those agents that the FBI Anchorage
personnel should be told that their interviews would be converted into affidavits that would be
made part of a public court filing. I understood that those instructions had been followed. Based
upon my belief that FBI Anchorage management spoke for the office, and my reliance upon the
fact that the aforementioned instructions had been followed and the FBI Anchorage personnel
were in fact interviewed without objection, I made the aforementioned representation.

I wish to note for the public record that I did not personally contact and canvass each FBI
Anchorage employee on the issue of disclosure relating to the Joy complaint itself. Some, but
not all, of the FBI Anchorage personnel believe that the above described notice was not sufficient
to infer or conclude that they had consented to disclosure of their names in the Joy complaint. To
my knowledge, no other government employee has made a similar objection.

I apologize to the court if I misled the court in any way, and certainly did not intend to do
so. I believed my representation to the court to be accurate at the time based upon the above
described facts. I deeply regret any error, particularly in light of the fact that this is my first
appearance before this court.

Finally, as I had to be out of the District on a personal matter, I had someone sign this
letter on my behalf. Please know, however, that I personally reviewed this letter and authorized
the signature on my behalf.

William M. Welch II
Chief
Public Integrity Section

cc: Brendan Sullivan, Esq.
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